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Abstract. Numerical software uses floating-point arithmetic to imple-
ment real-valued algorithms which inevitably introduces roundoff errors.
Additionally, in an effort to reduce energy consumption, approximate
hardware introduces further errors. As errors are propagated through
a computation, the result of the approximated floating-point program
can be vastly different from the real-valued ideal one. Previous work on
soundly bounding (roundoff) errors has focused on worst-case absolute
error analysis. However, not all inputs and not all errors are equally likely
such that these methods can lead to overly pessimistic error bounds.

In this paper, we present a sound probabilistic static analysis which
takes into account the probability distributions of inputs and propagates
roundoff and approximation errors probabilistically through the pro-
gram. We observe that the computed probability distributions of errors
are hard to interpret, and propose an alternative metric and computation
of refined error bounds which are valid with some probability.

Keywords: Probabilistic analysis · Floating-point · Approximate
computing

1 Introduction

Many programs compute only approximate results; sometimes because exact
solutions do not exist, or because resource constraints mandate using a cheaper
and inexact algorithm or hardware. Approximations can thus increase the effi-
ciency of a program, but they also introduce errors. Many applications are
designed to be robust to some noise and tolerate errors—as long as they
remain within some acceptable bounds. However, automatically determining how
individual approximation errors influence overall program accuracy remains a
challenge.

Finite precision, which efficiently approximates real-valued arithmetic, is
widely used across a variety of domains from embedded systems to machine learn-
ing applications. Verification of the roundoff errors that finite-precision intro-
duces has thus attracted significant interest in the recent past [8,11,15,19,31].
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These tools compute worst-case absolute error bounds fully automatically. Such
bounds, however, may often be pessimistic. They may not be achieved in prac-
tice and furthermore many applications are tolerant to somewhat larger, but
infrequent, errors (e.g. control systems, where one feedback iteration compen-
sates for a larger error of a previous one). In order to capture such differentiated
behaviour, we need to compute the probability of certain error bounds.

Such an analysis is even more relevant with advances in approximate comput-
ing [33], which introduces approximate architectures and storage. These hard-
ware components are more resource efficient but often have probabilistic error
behaviours: operations return a large error with a certain probability.

While techniques [5,6,20,21,25,26,28] exist which track or compute proba-
bility distributions, they do not consider and support reasoning about errors due
to finite-precision arithmetic or approximate computing, or they only compute
coarse-grained error estimates, instead of error probability distributions [22].

In this paper, we present a sound probabilistic error analysis for numerical
kernels which computes uncertain distributions of errors, which soundly overap-
proximate all possible distributions. Our analysis extends the abstract domain
of probabilistic affine forms [4] for error analysis, and combines it with a novel
probabilistic version of interval subdivision to obtain both an efficient analysis,
as well as useful accuracy.

We instantiate our analysis to track two kinds of errors. First, we consider
standard floating-point arithmetic, where inputs are distributed according to
a user-given distribution. Since roundoff errors depend on the values’ magni-
tudes, we effectively obtain a probability distribution of errors, even though
the error of each individual operation is still specified as worst-case. Secondly,
inspired by approximate hardware specifications, in addition to probabilistic
input ranges, we consider errors which themselves have probabilistic specifica-
tions. That is, with a certain probability the error for each operation can be
larger than usual [22,27].

We observe that the computed (discretized) probability distributions of errors
are hard to interpret and use by a programmer. We thus propose a new metric
which states that with probability p, the error is at most Cp, where Cp should
be smaller than the overall worst-case error. We show how to compute Cp from
the probability distributions of errors, given a particular p by the user.

We have implemented this analysis in the prototype tool called PrAn and
evaluated it on several benchmarks from literature. The results show that the
proposed probabilistic error analysis refines worst-case errors and soundly com-
putes a smaller error which holds with a predefined probability. For the standard
floating-point error specification, PrAn computes refined error bounds which are
on average 17% and 16.2% and up to 49.8% and 45.1% lower than worst-case
errors for gaussian and uniform input distributions, respectively. These error
bounds hold with at least probability 0.85. For an approximate error specifica-
tion which assumes individual operations to commit an error of larger magnitude
with probability 0.1, the refined errors are, again with probability 0.85, on aver-
age even 30.6% and up to 73.1% smaller than worst-case.
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Contributions. In summary, in this paper we present:
– the first static analysis for probability distributions of numerical errors,
– an instantiation of this analysis for worst-case floating-point and probabilistic

approximate error specifications,
– a procedure to extract useful and human-readable refined error specifications,
– an experimental evaluation demonstrating the effectiveness of our analysis,
– an implementation, which we will release as open source.

2 Background

Floating-point Arithmetic is a widely used representation of real numbers on
digital computers. Due to optimized hardware or software support, it is efficient,
but due to its finite nature, every operation introduces roundoff errors. These
errors are individually small, but can potentially accumulate over the course of
a computation. To ensure the correctness of systems using floating-point arith-
metic, we have to bound roundoff errors at the program’s output.

An exact formalization of floating-point arithmetic is too complex for rea-
soning about larger programs, such that most automated tools for bounding
roundoff errors use the following abstraction which is based on the specification
of the IEEE 754 standard [1]:

x ◦fl y = (x ◦ y)(1 + e) + d , |e| ≤ εm, |d| ≤ δm (1)

where ◦ ∈ {+,−, ∗, /} and ◦fl denotes the respective floating-point version.
Square root follows similarly and unary minus does not introduce roundoff errors.
The machine epsilon εm bounds the maximum relative error for normal values
and for subnormal values the round-off error is expressed as δm. The values of
εm and δm for single and double precision are 2−24, 2−150 and 2−53 and 2−1075

respectively. Equation 1 assumes rounding-to-nearest rounding mode, which is
the usual default, and no overflow (the analyses prove that this cannot occur).

Worst-Case Error Analysis Existing work on bounding roundoff errors com-
putes worst-case absolute errors:

max
x∈[a,b]

| f(x) − f̃(x̃) |

where f and x denote the real-valued function and input and f̃ and x̃ their
floating-point counterparts. Floating-point roundoffs depend on the magni-
tude of inputs (see Eq. 1), such that tools compute worst-case errors for some
bounded, user-provided input domain. There are two different approaches to
bounding roundoff errors: dataflow analysis [7–9,11,15], and global optimization
[19,24,31].

Dataflow analysis, which is relevant to our approach, tracks real-valued
ranges and finite-precision errors at each abstract syntax tree (AST) node using
the domains of interval arithmetic (IA) [23] or affine arithmetic (AA) [14].
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Interval arithmetic computes a bounding interval for each basic operation as
x◦y = [min(x◦y),max(x◦y)] where ◦ ∈ {+,−, ∗, /} and analogously for square
root. It is widely used and efficient to bound ranges of variables, but results in
over-approximations, because it does not track correlations between variables.

Affine arithmetic represents a range of possible values by an affine form:
x̂ = x0 +

∑n
i=1 xiηi where ηi ∈ [−1, 1], x0 is the mid-point of the range and

each noise term xiηi represents a deviation from this mid-point. The interval of
values represented by an affine form is given by [x̂] = [x0 − rad(x̂), x0 + rad(x̂)],
rad(x̂) =

∑n
i=1 |xi|. The symbolic variables ηi track linear correlations between

variables, allowing AA to often compute tighter ranges than IA. In AA, linear
arithmetic operations are computed term-wise, while nonlinear operations are
approximated and thus result in a certain imprecision of the analysis.

IA and AA can be combined with interval subdivision, which subdivides
input domains into subintervals of usually equal width and runs the analysis
separately on each. The overall error is computed as the maximum error over
all subintervals. Interval subdivision is, for instance, implemented in the tools
Fluctuat [15] and Daisy [8]. It provides tighter error bounds as smaller input
domains usually result in smaller over-approximations.

Probabilistic Affine Arithmetic The worst-case error can be pessimistic as
it takes into account only the ranges of the input variables. However, inputs
may be distributed according to different distributions. To get a more nuanced
view, we need to track probability distributions through the program. One possi-
ble approach to track real-valued probability distributions is probabilistic affine
arithmetic [4]. Here, we provide a high-level idea of probabilistic AA needed to
understand our probabilistic error analysis. For details, we refer the reader to [4].

In standard AA, the symbolic noise terms ηi nondeterministically take a
value in the interval [−1, 1]. Probabilistic AA extends each noise term ηi to
carry a probability distribution dηi

with support [−1, 1]. Thus, a probabilistic
affine form represents a probability distribution which is computed by summing
the weighted distributions from each noise term:

x0 +
n∑

i=1

xidηi
(2)

For representing the probability distributions, probabilistic AA uses Interval
Dempster-Shafer structures [13,30] (DSI). DSIs discretize a distribution and rep-
resent it as a finite list of focal elements: d = {〈x1, w1〉, 〈x2, w2〉, · · · , 〈xn, wn〉}
where xi is a closed non-empty interval and wi ∈ ]0, 1] is the associated probabil-
ity and

∑n
k=1 wk = 1. That is, the value of a variable x is (nondeterministically)

within the interval x1 with probability w1, in interval x2 with probability w2,
and so on. For example, the DSI

d = {〈[−1, 0.25], 0.1〉, 〈[−0.5, 0.5], 0.2〉, 〈[0.25, 1], 0.3〉, 〈[0.5, 1], 0.1〉, 〈[0.5, 2], 0.1〉, 〈[1, 2], 0.2〉}
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represents the distribution where the probability of selecting a value in the inter-
val [−1, 0.25] is 0.1, in the interval [−0.5, 0.5] is 0.2 and so on. Graphically, this
DSI looks as follows:

−1 −0.5 0.250.5 1 2

1

DSIs represent uncertain distributions, that is, the set of focal elements in
general represents not a single exact distribution, but a set of distributions. Thus
DSIs allow us to efficiently and soundly represent the continuous distribution
such that the true distribution(s) are guaranteed to be inside the computed
DSI. Naturally, the abstraction comes at a cost of certain over-approximations.

To propagate probabilistic affine forms through the program, we note that
the affine portion remains the same as standard AA. However, the noise symbols
now carry a distribution in the form of a DSI so that we need to define arithmetic
operations over DSIs.

The affine form tracks (unknown) dependencies between variables and thus
also between DSIs. When two DSIs are independent of each other, arithmetic
operations can be computed using standard interval arithmetic. For example,
given two independent DSIs, dX = {〈xi, wi〉 | i ∈ [1, n]} and dY = {〈yj, vj〉 | j ∈
[1,m]}, the resultant DSI structure is: dZ = {〈zi,j, ri,j〉 | i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1,m]}
with zi,j = xi � yj where � ∈ {+,−, ∗, /} and ri,j = wi × vj .

If dX and dY are dependent with some unknown dependency, probabilistic
AA computes the intervals (zi,j) of dZ as for the independent case. To compute
the corresponding weights, we need to take into account all possible dependencies
to obtain a sound over-approximation of the probability distribution. Formally,
this means that we need to compute an upper and a lower bound on the cumu-
lative distribution function at every point in the domain. Practically, since our
DSIs are discretized, we need to do this computation at every ‘step’, i.e. for each
lower and upper bound in dZ . For each such ‘step’, we need to solve an opti-
mization problem, which encodes constraints due to the unknown dependency,
effectively encoding all possible dependencies. The resulting linear programming
problems can be solved using a Simplex solver.

Probabilistic AA [4] thus propagates discretized uncertain probability dis-
tributions through arithmetic computations and provides a sound enclosure on
the real-valued probability distribution. So far, probabilistic AA has not been
extended to support error propagation.

3 Tracking Probabilistic Errors

In this work we propose to track roundoff and other approximation errors prob-
abilistically, in order to provide less pessimistic error bounds than only a worst-
case analysis. Our probabilistic analysis takes into account the distributions of
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input variables, tracks errors probabilistically throughout the program for a spec-
ified uniform floating-point precision, and computes a sound over-approximation
of the error distribution at the output. We observe that the resulting distribu-
tions can be hard to interpret and use. Hence, we further propose and show
how to extract an error metric from the output distribution. The user of our
approach provides a threshold probability p, and our technique extracts a tighter
refined error bound Cp, which holds with probability p.

We focus here on straight-line arithmetic expressions. Previous techniques
for worst-case error bounds reduce reasoning about errors in loops via loop
unrolling [7] and loop invariants [9,15,24], and in conditionals by a path-by-
path analysis [9,24] to straight-line code. These techniques can also be combined
with our probabilistic analysis. We furthermore compute absolute errors. While
approaches exist to compute relative errors directly [16], they only compute a
result if the output range does not include zero, which however happens often
in practice. Whenever the final range does not include zero, our method can
compute relative errors from the absolute ones.

Running Example We will use the following program, which computes a third-
order approximation of sine, as a running example for this section:

x := gaussian(-2.0, 2.0)

0.954929658551372 * x - 0.12900613773279798 * (x * x * x)

The user specifies the distribution of input variables: here ‘x’ is normally dis-
tributed in [−2, 2]. Suppose the user has further set the threshold probability to
p = 0.85. The worst-case error for this program in single precision is 4.62e−7.
PrAn computes the output distribution and extracts the following error metric:
a smaller error of Cp = 2.67e−7 occurs with at least probability 0.85. 	


Algorithm1 shows the high-level overview of our analysis. It takes as input
the following parameters: a program given as an arithmetic expression (fnc),
ranges of the input variables (E), the probability distribution of the variables
(inDist), a limit on the number of total subdivisions (L), a uniform floating-
point precision (prec), and a threshold probability (p). Our analysis currently
considers the same probability distribution for all variables as well as uniform
floating-point precision, but it is straight-forward to extend to consider different
distributions and mixed precision.

Algorithm1 first discretizes each input range distribution into subdomains
(line 2). For each subdomain it runs the probabilistic error analysis for the
specified floating-point precision prec (line 5). The computed error distribution
is then normalized by multiplying the probability of the subdomain occurring
(line 6) and merge it with errDist (line 7) that accumulates error distributions
for each subdomain to generate the complete error distribution of the output
error. Finally from errDist we extract the error metric (line 8) and its actual
probability, which may be larger than the requested p and return it (line 9).

In Sect. 3.1 we first describe a simplified version of Algorithm 1, which per-
forms probabilistic interval subdivision but computes errors for each subdomain
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Algorithm 1. Tracking Probabilistic Round-off Errors
1: procedure probabilisticError(fnc, E, inDist, L, prec, p)
2: subDoms = subdivide(E, inDist, L)
3: errDist = φ
4: for (domi, ρi) ← subDoms do
5: absErri = evalProbRoundoff(fnc, domi, prec) � see Algorithm 2
6: absErri = normalizeProb(absErri, ρi)
7: errDist = merge(errDist, absErri)
8: (err, prob) = extractErrorMetric(errDist, p)
9: return (err, prob) � returns the refined error with probability

with standard worst-case roundoff analysis. While interval subdivision is stan-
dardly used to decrease overapproximations, to the best of our knowledge, it
has not been used previously to compute probabilistic error bounds. Then, we
extend this analysis with our novel probabilistic error analysis (Sect. 3.2). Finally
we show how our probabilistic error analysis can be further extended to take into
account approximate error specifications common in today’s approximate hard-
ware (Sect. 3.3).

3.1 Probabilistic Interval Subdivision

First, we consider a relatively simple extension of worst-case error analysis which
takes into account the distributions of input variables: for now, we let the func-
tion evalProbRoundoff compute a worst-case error, instead of a probability distri-
bution, and focus on the interval subdivision where the intervals are subdivided
probabilistically (line 2 in Algorithm1).

Our algorithm first subdivides each input interval equally and for multivariate
functions takes their Cartesian product to generate subdomains. The probability
of each subdomain is computed by taking the product of the probabilities of the
corresponding subintervals. In this way the algorithm generates a set of tuples
(domi, ρi) where a value is in subdomain domi with probability ρi. On each of
these subdomains, we can run the standard worst-case dataflow error analysis
from Sect. 2 to compute an error bound absErri (here, we use AA for the errors,
but IA for the ranges, because it tends to have less over-approximations for
nonlinear expressions than standard AA). Hence, the algorithm computes for
each subdomain i an error tuple (absErri, ρi), i.e. with probability ρi, the worst-
case error is absErri. From these error tuples (errDist), PrAn extracts the error
metric.

Extracting the Error Metric We want to extract an error Cp (smaller than
the worst-case error), which is satisfied with threshold probability p provided by
the user. The function extractErrorMetric in Algorithm1 repeatedly removes
tuples with the largest error and subtracts their corresponding probability while
the total probability of the remaining tuples remains at least p. Finally, we return
the refined error and its probability, which is at least p but may be higher.
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Algorithm 2. Probabilistic range and roundoff error analysis
1: procedure evalProbRoundoff(node, dom, prec)
2: if (node = lhs op rhs) then � Binary operation
3: realRange = evalRange(lhs, rhs, op, dom)
4: errorLhs = evalProbRoundoff(lhs, realRange, prec)
5: errorRhs = evalProbRoundoff(rhs, realRange, prec)
6: propagatedErr = propagate(errorLhs, errorRhs, op)
7: newRange = toDSI(realRange + propagatedErr)
8: else � node is a variable
9: newRange = toDSI(dom)

10: for (x, w) ← newRange do
11: roundoff = maxRoundoff(x, prec)
12: errDist.append(roundoff , w)

13: return addNoise(propagatedErr, normalize(errDist))

Example Recall our running example, which has a worst-case error of 4.62e−7
in single precision. Using probabilistic subdivision PrAn subdivides the input
domain into 100 subdomains and computes a reduced error bound of 2.97e−7
which holds with at least probability 0.85 (the worst-case error remains
unchanged). If the program is immune to big errors with probability 0.15, the
relevant error bound is thus reduced substantially by 35%. 	


3.2 Probabilistic Roundoff Error Analysis

The error computed using only probabilistic interval subdivision is pessimistic
as the actual error computation still computes worst-case errors. To compute a
tighter distribution of errors at the output we propose to track roundoff errors
probabilistically throughout the program. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first sound probabilistic analysis of roundoff errors. We first consider an
exact error specification, by which we mean that the roundoff error introduced
at each individual arithmetic operation is still the worst-case error, following the
IEEE754 standard specification (Eq. 1). Even with an exact error specification
we obtain an error distribution as the error depends on the ranges, and thus not
all values, and not all errors, are equally likely. In this section we first present
probabilistic roundoff error analysis and then combine it with probabilistic inter-
val subdivision in order to get tighter error bounds.

The function evalProbRoundoff shown in Algorithm2 extends probabilistic
AA to propagate error distributions through the program, by performing a for-
ward dataflow analysis recursively over the program abstract syntax tree (AST).
For each AST node (node), an input subdomain (dom), and a precision (prec),
it computes the distribution of accumulated roundoff errors. This error distri-
bution is a sound over-approximation, i.e. the true distribution lies within the
computed upper and lower bounds. The soundness of our technique follows from
the soundness of the underlying probabilistic AA.
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For each binary arithmetic operation (op), our analysis first computes the
real-valued range (line 3) using probabilistic AA as described in Sect. 2. Com-
puting the accumulated errors is more involved and constitutes our extension
over probabilistic AA and one of our main contributions. To compute the accu-
mulated errors, the algorithm first computes the errors of its operands (line
4–5) and from these computes the propagated error (propagatedErr) (line 6).
Our probabilistic error propagation extends rules from standard AA to proba-
bilistic AA. The propagated errors are added to the real-valued range distribu-
tion to obtain the finite-precision distribution (line 7), from which we can com-
pute roundoff errors. Before doing so, we convert the probabilistic affine form
to the DSI representation (toDSI), which is more amenable for roundoff error
computation.

Each focal element of the finite-precision range DSI assigns a probability w
to an interval x. Hence, we can compute the roundoff error for each focal element
following the floating-point abstraction in Eq. 1, and assign the weight w to that
error (line 10–12). That is, our procedure computes roundoff errors separately
for each focal element, and appends them to generate a new error DSI (line
12). The newly committed error DSI is then normalized to [−1, 1] and added
as a fresh noise term to the probabilistic affine form of the propagated errors
(line 13).

Probabilistic Error Analysis with Interval Subdivision This probabilistic
analysis computes the distribution of the roundoff error at the output, but we
observed that it introduces large over-approximations as intervals of the focal
elements of the DSI tend to be wide and almost fully overlap with each other.
To reduce the over-approximation, we combine the probabilistic error analysis
with our probabilistic interval subdivision from Sect. 3.1. Since each subdomain
is smaller, this reduces over-approximations in each, and thus also overall.

Extracting the Error Metric To extract the error metric, we first transform
the probabilistic affine form of the error to a DSI structure. To extract the error
metric we sort the focal elements, and then remove the elements with largest
error magnitude from the error DSI similarly to Sect. 3.1, until the total weight
of the resultant DSI sums up to the threshold p. PrAn returns the maximum
absolute value of the remaining focal elements as the refined error. This extrac-
tion effectively tries to find as small error bound as possible which will fall within
the probability p.

Example Recall the running sine example. Using only the probabilistic error
analysis without subdivision, PrAn first discretizes the input distribution into
100 subdomains as shown in Fig. 1. From this, PrAn computes the probability
distribution of the error shown in Fig. 2(a). As the figure shows, the intervals
of the DSI are wide and they almost fully overlap with each other. As a result,
PrAn cannot refine the error.
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Fig. 1. Input distribution of our example

For the full analysis with probabilistic error analysis and subdivision, we
choose 2 initial DSI discretizations and 50 outer interval subdivisions (to keep
a fair comparison with 100 overall initial subdivisions). Note that during the
computation, the number of DSI discretizations grows and is limited by 100,
which we observed to be a good compromise between accuracy and efficiency.
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Fig. 2. Error distribution with (a) probabilistic analysis only and (b) full analysis

Figure 2(b) shows the resulting error distribution. It is not a step function,
because while for each of the subdomain, PrAn does compute the error DSI as
a step function, due to the merging at the end, the overall distribution does
not have this shape. With our full analysis, PrAn computes a refined error of
2.67e−7 (with threshold probability 0.85). This refined error is smaller than the
2.97e−7, which PrAn computed using only probabilistic interval subdivision. 	


Alternatively, we could also compute the probability of the largest errors
occurring. To extract this information, the error distribution is conceptually
subdivided vertically first as shown in Fig. 3. In this way we can compute the
probability of the large error which will be between the outermost extension and
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the next subdivision. For this, we need to sum all the weights which intersect
with the specified interval. We observed this alternative error specification to be
less useful in practice due to large overlaps between the focal elements. We thus
focus in the remainder on the first type of error metric.
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Fig. 3. Alternative vertical subdiv.

3.3 Probabilistic Analysis with Approximate Error Specification

Approximate computing is an emerging design paradigm which exploits approx-
imations to enable better performance in terms of energy or resource utilization.
Approximate hardware may, for instance, introduce big, but infrequent, errors
in a computation [22,27]. Such approximate error specifications are themselves
probabilistic: with a certain probability, the error produced by an operation is
larger than the usual worst-case error bound. For such specifications, worst-case
analysis considers the large error for all computations, even if it occurs only
infrequently, and computes thus highly pessimistic error bounds. With our pro-
posed probabilistic error analysis, we can incorporate such an approximate error
specification when the larger errors are bounded with a known upper bound.

To compute a sound probabilistic error bound with approximate specifica-
tions we extend the function maxRoundoff in Algorithm2. Previously, we com-
puted one error for each focal element, now we compute multiple errors, depend-
ing on the error specification. For example, for a specification where a larger
error can occur with a certain probability, we compute two errors and thus two
focal elements at line 11 in Algorithm 2: one focal element that keeps track of
the big error (with a usually small probability ρ), and one focal element which
tracks the regular error (with probability 1 − ρ).

Example We consider an approximate error specification for our running sine
example where an error of size twice the usual machine epsilon (2 × εm) occurs
with probability ρ = 0.1 and the regular roundoff error (εm) appears with prob-
ability 0.9. Our tool PrAn computes 7.34e−7 as the worst-case error with 2
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DSI discretizations and 50 outer interval subdivisions. As expected, the abso-
lute error computed with this approximate error specification is larger than the
error computed using the exact error specification (4.62e−7) where at each step
only an error of εm appears. Using only probabilistic interval subdivision, PrAn
computes a bound of 5.02e−07 with threshold probability 0.85. However, this
analysis cannot take advantage of the approximate error specification. Using our
full analysis (as described in Sect. 3.2), PrAn computes a refined error bound of
3.86e−7 with threshold probability 0.85. 	


3.4 Implementation

We have implemented our proposed probabilistic error analysis technique(s) in
the prototype tool PrAn which is implemented on top of the tool Daisy. The anal-
ysis itself is implemented using intervals with arbitrary-precision outer bounds
(with outwards rounding) using the GNU MPFR library. This ensures sound-
ness in addition to an efficient implementation. We use GLPK [2] as our simplex
solver, which uses floating-point arithmetic internally, and may thus introduce
roundoff errors into the analysis. A fully satisfactory solution would use a guar-
anteed LP-solver as Lurupa [17] or LPex [12], but it is unclear whether the
analysis performance would suffer.

4 Experimental Evaluation

Benchmarks We have used various benchmarks from the domains of scientific
computing, embedded systems and machine learning.1 Most of the benchmarks
are widely used in finite-precision roundoff error estimation [8,9,31]: sine, sine-
Order3 and sqroot are polynomial approximations of functions, bsplines are used
in embedded image applications, train and rigidBody are linear and nonlinear
controller respectively. We also have benchmarks where probabilistic AA has
been used previously to compute ranges probabilistically [18]: filter is a 2nd
order filter unrolled to specified iterations, cubic is obtained from the GNU
library, classIDXs are extracted from a linear support vector classifier, neuron
is a simplified version of the DNN that learns ‘AND’ operator. We have further
extracted polyIDXs using sklearn-porter [3] from a polynomial support vector
classifier trained on the Iris standard data from Python sklearn library.

Experimental Setup The experiments were performed on a Debian desktop
computer with a 3.3GHz i5 processor and 16GB RAM. We use 32 bit single
precision as the target precision. We consider a threshold probability of 0.85.
We have evaluated PrAn with eight different settings denoted by the letters A-
H. Settings (A, B) use only the probabilistic interval subdivision from Sect. 3.1
and settings (C, D) use our complete probabilistic analysis with subdivision

1 All benchmarks are available at https://people.mpi-sws.org/~dlohar/assets/code/
Benchmarks.txt.

https://people.mpi-sws.org/~dlohar/assets/code/Benchmarks.txt
https://people.mpi-sws.org/~dlohar/assets/code/Benchmarks.txt
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from Sect. 3.2, assuming an exact error specification. Settings (E, F, G) perform
full probabilistic analysis considering an approximate error specification (as in
Sect. 3.3), where with probability 0.9 the error is small (εm) and with proba-
bility 0.1 the error has magnitude 2 × εm (settings E, F) or magnitude 4 × εm

(setting G).
For a fair comparison, in settings A-G, we limit the total number of input sub-

domains from DSI and input interval subdivision to 100. I.e. when probabilistic
AA is used (in C-G), each input DSI is subdivided into 2, and the input interval
subdivisions are determined such that the overall number of subdomains remains
below 100. Note that during the computation, the number of DSI subdivisions
is limited by 100 (not 2).

Setting (H) considers an approximate error specification as in (G), but per-
forms only probabilistic interval subdivision (Sect. 3.1). We additionally increase
the input interval subdomains to 200. With this setting, we evaluate whether
probabilistic AA is helpful for approximate error specifications, or simply using
more interval subdivisions (which are relatively cheap) is sufficient.

Settings (B, D, F) consider uniformly distributed inputs and the other set-
tings consider gaussian inputs where all inputs are independent. Note that our
approach handles any discretized input distribution provided as a DSI, as well as
inputs with (unknown) correlations. Our choice of input distribution is arbitrary,
as the ‘right’ distribution is application specific.

Results Table 1 shows the absolute worst-case and refined error values for set-
ting A, C, and E with gaussian inputs. Settings A and C were able to refine the
error bounds considering an exact error specification in almost all cases, except
those marked with ‘*’. The train4 benchmark has 9 input variables, which means
that with our total limit of subdivisions each input is divided too few times to
refine the error. For train3, PrAn could refine the worst-case error only with
setting C, i.e. using our full analysis. Using an approximate error specification,
PrAn was always able to refine the errors.

For some benchmarks, the full probabilistic error analysis outperforms prob-
abilistic interval subdivision, but for others it is the other way around. When
probabilistic error analysis (setting C) is better, it tends to be more significantly
better than vice-versa.

We show results with uniform input distributions (settings B, D, F) in
Table 2. Settings B and D were also able to reduce the error bounds except
the train4 benchmark with uniform inputs. Also with uniform inputs setting B
could not reduce the error bound of train3.

In general, which analysis is better is application specific: this depends on
the over-approximations committed, which in turn depend on the operations and
ranges of an application. A user should consider both variants and use the best
result in a portfolio-like approach. Note, however, that for approximate error
specifications, a probabilistic error analysis is necessary in order to adequately
capture the probabilistic error specification.
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Table 1. Worst-case and refined error in different settings with gaussian inputs

We show the error reduction between the refined and the corresponding
worst-case errors in Table 3. The reductions for the exact error specifications
are on average 20.9%, 17% and 16.2% with settings A, C and D, respectively.
The reduction with gaussian inputs in setting C is in most cases higher than
for uniform inputs. We also see that reductions are application specific, and for
many benchmarks more substantial than the averages suggest. In some cases
our probabilistic analysis even with exact specifications allows to report refined
errors with nearly half the magnitude as the worst-case (up to 49.8%), but still
with guaranteed probability of at least 0.85.

Our probabilistic analysis achieves even higher reductions with the approx-
imate error specification (settings E and G) with on average 24.9% and 30.6%
smaller refined errors than worst-case, respectively. Even if we double the num-
ber of total subdivisions (setting H) probabilistic interval subdivision can only
reduce the error on average by 25.4%, compared to 30.6% using our full proba-
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Table 2. Worst case and refined error in different settings with uniform inputs

bilistic analysis. While for a few cases setting H outperforms setting G (because
of overapproximations in the probabilistic analysis), overall probabilistic analysis
is successful at capturing the fact that large errors only occur infrequently.

Finally, Table 4 shows the running times of our analysis for settings A, C and
E (averaged over 3 runs). The probabilistic error analysis takes more time than
the non-probabilistic analysis (i.e. one with only a probabilistic interval subdi-
vision), as expected. We note, however, that the analysis times are nonetheless
acceptable for a static analysis which is run only once.
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Table 3. Reductions in % in errors w.r.t. the standard worst-case in different settings

Table 4. Analysis time (averaged over 3 runs) in different settings

5 Related Work

Probabilistic affine arithmetic with Dempster-Shafer Interval structures provide
an efficient approach for soundly propagating probability distributions, but it
incurs huge over-approximation of the probabilities. An alternative would be
exact probabilistic inference [21], however its scalability is very limited [18].
Most probabilistic inference algorithms rely on sampling [6,20,25,26] and thus
do not provide guaranteed bounds. Probabilistic affine arithmetic has been also
augmented by concentration of measure inequalities [5], which may reduce the
amount of over-approximations. It has been used for tracking real-valued ranges
in a program (but not errors). This could potentially also help improve the
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accuracy of our approach, but since the implementation is not available, we
leave this to future work.

Sankaranarayanan et al. [28] verify probabilistic properties of programs with
many paths with a combination of symbolic execution and volume computation,
but do not consider (finite-precision) errors and non-linear programs.

Chisel [22] considers and bounds the probability of errors occurring due to
approximate hardware, and is thus in spirit similar to our approach. Chisel,
however, only tracks the probability of a large error occurring, whereas our app-
roach provides a more nuanced probability distribution, and furthermore tracks
the variable ranges probabilistically as well.

Several tools exist for soundly bounding roundoff errors, some are based on
affine arithmetic [7–9,11,15], and others on a global optimization approach [19,
24,31]. The tools only compute worst-case roundoff errors, however.

Daumas et al. [10] compute bounds on the probability that accumulated
floating-point roundoff errors exceed a given threshold, using known inequalities
on sums of probability distributions, and distributions on the individual errors.
This approach requires manual proofs and does not consider input distributions.

Statistical error analyses have also been proposed. For instance, the CADNA
approach [29] computes a confidence interval on the number of exact digits using
repeated simulation with random rounding modes. An approach similar in spirit
is to perturb the low-order bits, or rewrite expressions based on real-valued
identities to uncover instabilities of programs [32]. The approaches, however, do
not provide sound error guarantees.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a probabilistic analysis for tracking errors due to finite-
precision arithmetic in straight-line code. Instead of worst-case errors, as usual
analyses compute, our analysis computes probability distributions and extracts
refined error metrics which determine that a potentially smaller error than the
worst-case is satisfied with some probability. We believe that this analysis can
be useful for applications which can tolerate larger errors, as long as their proba-
bility is bounded. We observe that our refinement is even more useful in the case
of probabilistic error specifications common in today’s approximate hardware.
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